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(ABSTRACT)

Oil ring seals are one major source of instability in high pressure centrifugal compressors. "Ihis
thesis presents a method for analysis of an improved seal concept that has been used in very high
pressure designs (900 PSI). The improved design uses a combination of ring seals and tilting pad
bearing elements. The stable tilting pad is used to center the heavily grooved seal element. The
eight stiffness and damping coeflicients which represent the hydrodynamic forces between the
journal and the seal assembly are computed by an automated computer code for evaluation of both
the standard ring seal and the tilting pad elements. Both synchronous and nonsynchronous steady
state characteristics have been included in the analysis. The nonsynchronous whirl of the rotor
and its effects on the stiffness and damping coefiicients of a 5 tilting pad seal have been given in the
form of design curves. The effect of pad inertia which has been neglected in many bearing analysis
codes has been incorporated in this seal analysis, and allowed the determination of the exact cross
coupling stiffness and damping coeflicients.
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Nomenclature

a Growth factor and real part of eigenvalue.

A Cross sectional area of shaft element.

b Width of slider bearing.

C Da.mping coefiicient.

c Joumal radial clearance.

C„, CW Bearing or seal damping charactexistics.
CW, CW,

_ Cf„, C,-W Support damping characteristics.

crm cms

D Joumal diameter.

Nomenclature vii i



e Radial journal center displacement.

E Young’s Modulus.
l

F Resultant fluid film force.

IQ, IQ Force due to film in x and y coordinate directions respectively.

g Acceleration of gravity.

G Shear Modulus.

h Film thickness.

H Dimensionless film thickness = lg- .

I Transverse area moment of inertia.

I, Polar moment of inertia.
L U

I, Transverse moment of inertia.

K Stiffness.

qK„, K„ Bearing or seal stiffness chacteristics.
l

K„,» K„

KM, KM Support stiffness characteristics.
Kmv Km

L Lenght of shaft section , seal ring or bearing.
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m , M Mass of rotor station. ‘

M,, M, Moment of shaft section.

N Journal speed.

R Shaft radius.

R, Radius to pad pivot.

SOM = S )' , bearing Sommerfeld number (nondirnensional).

u Velocity component in x direction.

v Velocity component in y direction.
l

K, IQ Shear of shaft section.

vv Velocity component in z direction.
l

X W Total seal or bearing load.

Z State vector for rotor station.

p Density.
i

A, Pressure drop.

s = ·-E- , eccentricity ratio.
.

0 Angle from + x axis in direction of rotation.

Nomenclature X



i ¢> Angle to line of centers.

J1 Whirl velocity about bearing center.

p Oil viscosity , N-sec/cm**2.

v Kinematic viscosity , cm**2/sec.

oz Cross sectional shape factor for shear deformation of shaft.

ö = , Log decrement.

1. = a + fwd , Eigenvalue.

w, wj Angular speed of shaft.

A w, Bearing angular velocity.

co, Damped natural frequency.

w„ Undarnped natural frequency.

§, ey Fixed pad coordinates.

qp Coordinate for pad center motion.

•/1 Angular position of pad pivot point.

Nomenclaturcxi



1. Introduction and Background

It was not until the 1880’s that the theory of hydrodynamic lubrication came into existance. The

investigation of a railroad journal bearing showed that bath lubrication significantly lowered the

stiffness and damping coefficients of the bearing. Reynolds (1) analysis in 1886 showed that the

resultant pressure profile was due to hydrodynamic action in the fluid film and was dependent upon

the viscosity of the lubricant. Newkirk (2) reported in 1924 that under certain combinations of

speed and load, the journal center did not remain fixed as predicted by the steady state Reynolds’

equation, but orbited about the equilibrium position at a speed approximately equal to half the

rotational speed. This phenomena was termed oil whip or whirl.

The theory of hydrodynamic lubrication is encountered most often in joumal bearing and oil seal

ring analysis and design. A tilting pad bearing is used extensively to provide lateral support for

rotating shafts. This type bearing is less noisy than rolling contact bearing, and requires an external

supply of oil and other support equipment such as pumps and filters. Fluid film bearings are not
good for high starting loads and may fail suddenly and without waming, therefore requiring more

1. Introduction and Background 1



attention to lubrication. Joumal bearings are typically designed for only one type of loading, typi-
cally radial. Axial thrust loads can be supported by fluid film bearings that may be either fixed
or tilting pad design.

Liquid seals are used in pumps, compressors, and turbines that operate with liquid or gases, that
must be contained within the process. These seals present a major source of destabilizing forces in
the machinery, especially at high speeds(3,4,5). Since the tilting pad bearing allows the operation
of compressors at high speeds, with no destabilizing effects, a tilting pad centering capacity has been
incorporated in the seal as shown in Figures l and 2. This new design decreases the eccentricity
of the seal, increases the stability of the rotor, and makes it possible to extend the operating speed
range of the compressor.

A total of four stiffness and four damping coefficients are required to model the hydrodynamic
forces on the journal that are due to the displacement and Velocity components of the motion of
the journal center relative to its steady state equilibrium position. These eight reduced bearing co-
efficients are dependent upon the pad dynamic motion. Lund (6) assumes that the journal is sub-
jected to harmonic motion, (é, rj)e'“” , where w dcnotes the angular speed of the joumal in rad/sec.
However, when the rotor is vibrating at frequencies other than the running speed, the assumption
of harmonic motion would be incorrect. A whirl frequency v which is a fraction of the rumiing
speed w has been included in the calculation of the tilting pad seal coefficients.

If the shoes are properly pivoted in the tilting pad bearing, they will be free to tip in both the
circumferential and the axial direction. This freedom of adjustment helps in the self alignment of

V the bearing. Pivoted pad journal bearings are also valuable when it is necessary to reduce to a
minimum the relative motion of the shaft in its bearing. As the journal rotates within the bearing,
fluid pressures are generated between each pad and the shaft. The fluid pressures on all pads are
nearly equal so that a ring of radial forces, one from each pad, tends to center the journal in its
bearing. If the joumal becomes loaded in a radial direction it will be displaced a small distance in

I. Introduction and Background 2
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that direction until the fluid forces developed are equal and opposite to the applied load. It is
known that the fluid forces increase very rapidly with the journal displacement.

Oil whirl in journal bearings is a serious phenomenon that becomes very troublesome with lightly
loaded high speed shafts, and results from instability in the lubricant film. The shaft starts to whirl
around in the clearance space and if the condition becomes serious enough the shaft and bearing
may destroy themselves. With a tilting pad journal bearing the journal was completely stable at
all times, whereas a plain cylindrical joumal bearing under the same condition of test whirled badly
(7).

When the axes of the journal and bearing are skewed, there is a resultant serious reduction in
bearing performance. lt is necessary to ensure that the axes of shaft and bearing are parallel to avoid
end loading. A self aligning bearing such as a tilting pad bearing can eliminate this problem and
gives an added reason to incorporate it in the improved oil seal ring design.

The stiffness of the rotor combined with the stiffness of the bearings that support the rotor, and the
oil ring seal elements, determine several forms of natural frequencies of vibration, called critical

speeds or eigenvalues. Those vibrations that occur at shaft rotational frequency are known as

synchronous vibrations or synchronous whirl. Another self—exited form of vibration where the
center of the shaft describes an orbit of displacement often at a frequency one half the rotational
speed of the shaft is known as half frequency whirl or fractional frequency whirl. Fractional fre-

quency whirl is one of the most serious forms of instability encountered in fixed arc journal bearing

and oil seal ring operation. Under these conditions, it can be shown that the capacity of the bearing

to support radial loads falls to zero.

I. Introduction and Background 5



2. Analysis of the System

2.1 Introduction

This chapter contains the derivation of the equations for the stiffness and damping coefficients for

both, oil ring seals and tilting pad beaxing. Reynolds’ equation for the plane slider beaxing is derived

from the Navier-Stokes equation. This equation is modified for journal bearing analysis in rotating

and fixed coordinates. For the tilting pad bearing the pressure distribution on a fixed pad is as-

sumed to be known from the Nicholas analysis (8), which used a fmite element method to solve

the two dimensional Reynolds equation for the load capacity of a single pad. The pressure dis-

tribution on a fixed pad is then used to assemble the total bearing load capacity.

2. Analysis of the System 6



1

2.2 Reynolds Equation i

Reynolds equation for the plane slider bearing as shown in Fig. 3 can be derived from the
Navier·Stokes equation for compressible fluids, which may be expressed as follows :

Q Q Q Q - Q .@’~ @.?~. @2~pii öl -i-uöx -i-V öy +w öz
_ _

öx +pg"+/+|g öx2 + öy2 + Özz
[2.1]

.8.1 Q Q Q+3 öxiöx+öy+özi

öv öv öv öv _ Q özv özv ö2v °pi öt+uÖx+vöy
+wözi—[2.2]

ß ö öu öv öw+3 6yi6x+6y+6zi

öw öw Q öw _ Q özw özw özwpii Öl +uöx +w ÖZ]— ÖZ+pg2+p’[
öx2+öy2+öZ2 [2.3]

ll Ö öu öv äw+3 6zi6x+6y+6zi

or using vector notation,

Dü — — 1 —— 2-pF=—Vp+B+p 3—V(V.ü)+Vu [2.4]

where

"-1* 1* 1 ^V-öxl+öy]+özk

2. Analysis of the System 7
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For incompressible fluid between two flat plates 0 , then Eq 2.4 reduces to

DE _ g 2- -p'·b·;··—— p+„u.Vu+B [2.5]

The assumptions used to derive the Reynolds Equation are the following:

1) Fluid film thickness is small (h/1 < < l), which allows use of translational velocities only.

. . öp2) No var1at1on of pressure across the film ,
E= 0.

3) Laminar flow .

4) No body forces , E- = 0

5) No inertia forces , -1;;-
= 0.D:

6) Consider only -%}y;· and %;l- as being important, and neglect other velocity gradients .

7) Viscosity is not a function of position , fluid is isotropic.

8) The fluid mass density p is constant.

Considering these assumptions Eq 2.5 reduces to the following:

ÖP özu
U 0-- öx +;t öyz [2.6]

20 = „ Ä-% [2.7]öy

Ö 20 = -é+ „ [2.8] ~
Y

2. Analysis of the System 9



Integrating Eq 2.6 gives

öd 1 öpI öyzd dy =w16;«11 1291

2-12
öy "' y, öx y+

Cl¤(V)=—L‘*y2y2+Cy+C [211]2/1. öx 1 2 ·

Applying the boundary conditions,

u=U1 at y=0 , and

u= U2 at y=h then

-12 .....11-1 1u(y)- zu öx y(y h)+ h U1+ h U2 [2.12]

In a similar way,

-12 g 1.w(y)- zu öz y(y h)+ h Wl+ h W2 [2.13]

The continuity equation is written as :

Öp Öpu öpv öpw _
Öl: + öx + öy + öz -0 [2.14]

or in vector notation

öp
+ V.(pÜ) = Ü [2.15]

2. Analysis of the System 10



h Öpv h Öp Öpu Öpw @*63

Assuming that the mass density is nonconstant for a general case of compressible flow, and con-
sidering each integral of Eq 2.16 seperately the following equations could be written :

h Ö vf-;-}Tdy=pvIg=p(V2—Vl) [2.17]
0

h Öp Öp Öp
2

.. .. 1* =_Öl dy- Ötylo ät h [2.18]
0

11 1100Ö u 5gg; dy =l §l:Pu(x1„V)]d}’ [2— 19]
0 0

The rule for differentiation under the integral sign is

d f82<x>F 82 Ö ög2 ögl— (><.y)dy = — F(><„y)dy + F(x„g2<x)> — — F(x„81<><)) —— -dx gw:) . gl Öx Öx Öx

In the above integral g1(x)= 0 ,g2(x) = h . Applying this to Eq 2.19 gives
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h 6.@. - if ÄÄ _ L Äzu öx y(y h)+ h Ul+ Öx
L V2 P V2 /1—öx[2;; öx( 3 “h 2 )+6(hV“ 2 )U1+6TU2 =°

- pU2% [2.20]
-.<l LLL;Li L L Ä’ öx [ 2;; öx 6 +" 2 Ul+'° 2 U2]""U2 öx
-_L ..L. 3LL L[ L ]- Ä°° pU2öx

Likewise,

höpw 6 p öp 6 1 öhÄ =-Ä ÄÄ 3 Ä Ä - Äöz dy az öz 6 öz [ 2 ph(W1+ W2)] pW2 62 [2.21]

Combining all the terms of the integral yields,

,611/2- V1):-l3—’i6+——Q— ——@-[—Lph(Ul + 112)] +pU2j-}l
ät öx 12;; öx öx 2 öx

Ö Ö h [2.22]
2 .1;.2. 3 _.. L 2.+ Öz[12# öz h ÖZ 2 ph(W1+ W2)]+pW2 Öz

Assuming that p = corzstant, W1 = W2= 0 , = 0 the following form of Reynolds’ equation may

be obtained :

Ö L2 2 L2; - L 2.öx[ ll öx özli ll öz — l2(V2— V1)+6(Ul— U2) öx +6h öx (U1 + U2) [2.23]

It is desirable to relate this equation to the geometry of the journal bearing in rotating coordinates
as shown in Fig. 4. The film thickness is expressed by
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Figure 4. Journal Ibearing unwrapped representation .
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h(0’) = c(l + s cos H')

Linear combinations of the following components of motion are considered.

a. Rotation of joumal about Oj at wb.

b. Rotation of bearing about Ob at wb.

c. Radial motion of O) along the line of centers.

If the film thickness is unwrapped, the velocities due to a and b may be expressed by :

U1 = (R + c)wb:Rwb

U2 = Rwj cos 6::Rwj

V1 = 0

V2 = Rab san aznawb = wb-;}

Since fora < <I then a::ta11o:=g£-=—‘ä—%

By neglecting (Ul + U2) in Eq 2.23, the contributions due to a and b are given by

(Rwb —Rwj)2wj=

<«»„ +

«»,>Forthe radial motion along the line of centers the velocities of the fluid along the boundaries may
be given by :

U2 = é sin 6’

2. Analysis of the System I4



V2 = é cos 6’ 4
U1 = Vl = 0

Therefore,

- 3v.( 1- 6 sm 6*) 7;- 7%- + 2é cos 6* [2.246]

But, ·

e sin 9'

and,

é cos H'

hence,

- 3 ..
J

J- v.(Lvp) C = 6[ sin26' L + 2 ws 6*]6 F‘ R [2.25]
öz

Combining these equations results in

1 — 63 —- _ öh öhVp)i| — (wb + wj) + 2Ü [2.26]

or

L LE Äl E liä .. EL E
6läR2 ö8’(/* ö9')+öz(/* öz) _

(w°+wj)ö6’+2öz [227]
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This is Reynolds’ equation for a plain joumal bearing, where 9' is the angle measured from the line

I of centers.
lf 9 is measured from the fixed x-axis, using coordinate trar1sformation, Reynolds’ equation can be
written as (9) :

66 66@2) _ (w"+wJ)@9+2öz [228]

For long journal bearings it is possible to neglect the fluid flow and pressure gradients along the z

I
·axis, and the Reynolds equation reduces to

6R2 @9 JJ @9 Ö J @9 9: °

For short joumal bearings the pressure gradient induced flow in the circumferential direction can

be neglected, and the Reynolds equation reduces to

[230]6 62 6 62 b J 66 6: ‘

This is known as the governing equation for the short bearing solution, and is the basis of the

analysis for the annular ring seal elements.
l
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[
2.3 Seal characteristics

The fluid film bearing characteristics, as shown in Fig. 5, are extracted from the following form of
the Reynolds’ equation :

6/Pöp llh3fg_ öh äh.„[.,. Ö. Ö. [ 6,. Ö., — <+«»+~+> ÖH +2 Ö. ¤2—2¤
Since the circumferential flow is mush less than the axial end leakage for a short seal land, the term

.2. LÄ2 < < .2. L2
ÖH 6;; ÖH öz 6,u öz

and can be neglected (10). Thus, the governing equation for the short bearing solution is given
by

2 h’ 22 - Qi 2.2az az jl-(234+032) ÖH +2 Ö! [2.32]

Consider constant pressure difference at the bearing axial boundaries.

H,O = lP( ) P [2.33]P(9,L) =P2

Differentiating Eq. 2.31 gives

@212 6+2 Ä Ä
öp _ 6+22 [ äh Ä 4 2 34az- hg (wb+wj) [. ]

GuZ2p-
ha 2 [(«>,,+«>j) ÖH +2 ät +C1z+C2

2. Analysis of the System 17
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Figure 5. K and C Coeflicients of the fluid film in a bearing shell
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Applying the boundary conditions yields.

- 6..2.-6*. äh ]C' ' 1 hb 2 (wb + w/I ÖH + 2 öl [2;,5]
C2

=Thus; ~

3 ..p(9,z)=JL-z(z-I) (6.,,+6,.)%+2-% +—I@z+P1 2.36,,3 1 68 öl 1. ( 1

The film thickness can be expressed in the fixed coordinates by the following equation.

h=c—xcos6—ysin6 [2.37]

Where x and y represent the relative displacement of the seal ring with respect to the rotor.

-gg-=xsin9—ycos8 ( [2.38]

-%=—:2cos6—}$sin9 [2.39]

The components of force on the shaft may be found by integrating the pressure field around the

shaft.

I 21: ·
Fx cos Hdüdz [2.40]

z=00=0I

21:*
F = p(9,z)R sin Hdädz [2.41]y

z-O 9-O

Performing the integration gives

2. Analysis of the System 19



1

I 2 2- 1Fx = ff
„(

z +pl)R cos 9d9dz
0 0

(wb + wj)[x sin 9 —ycos 9]- 2[:& cos 9 -}} sin 9] Üdg+—---··· cos2 0 [c—xcos9—ysin9]3
I 2.. 1 2

=Rf(L-l—z+p1)dzj xcos 9d9
0 I 0

MRI3 IZ1: (wb+wj)[xsin9-ycos 9]—2[¤iccos9—}3 sin 9]
d+—— cos9 92 0 [c — xcos 9 —y sin 9]3 [242]

2- 1 2 _
= R[ +p1zi|f)[ sin

9]ä”

MRP fh: (wb+wj)[xsin9-y cos 9]—2[akcos9—_}$ sin 9]
Hd+-1 cos 92 0 [c-xcos9-ysin9]3

RP 21: (w +w-)[xsin9—ycos9]—2[:kcos9—_}$sin9]=0 +% cos9d92 0 [c-xcos9-ysin9]

and in the same way F} is given by

.R[3 21: ( + )[xsin9-ycos9]—2[:%cos9—}}sin9] Si119dÜ [2.43]
0 [c—xcos9-ys1n9]

Making use of the following non·dimensional terminology

x y - Je · 1> h

the equations for F, and F} may be expressed as follows :

”RI3w Zw Xsin9— Ycos9—2%[X'cos9+ Ysin9]
cos 9d9 [2.44]

2c 0 [1—Xcos9—Ysin9]

„R;3„,21I3,=——T
I n 9d9 [2.45]

2c 0 [l—Xcos9-Ysin9]

2. Analysis of the System 20



The incremental fluid film forces may be expressed by linear stiffness and damping coefficients in
the small region near the steady state equilibrium position (xo, yo). The incremental forces are ex-
pressed by

6Fx = — [Kxxx + Cxxi + Kxyy + CW?] [2.46]

öf}, = - [KW? + CW? + Kyxx + Cyxaic] [2.47]

Where

x=xj"xo§ Y =Yj‘Yo

Fx = Fxo ‘l' 6Fx

P} = Fyü "' 6%

Then the stiffness and darnping properties of the oil seal ring can be expressed as follows :

öFx
Kxx= Ix] =xoj• y/=yoj

— .. ugjjw fh: sin H cos HH + 3 cos2H(Xoj sin H — Yoj cosH)203
0 114

HF},KW = —
E Ix!= "<>/· VJ =y¤/

- upgßw 21: 3 sin2H(X0j sin H — Yo] cos H)- sin H cos HH= 203 L 114 44

' HFXKxy lx1= xo1·
3 sin H cos H(X0j sin H — Yo} cos H)- H cos2H dg

263 0 H4
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öFyK·"" = — Ix}: x<>f' yf =y<>J
3 _ _ _ 2 [2.48].. 3 s1n9 cos H(XOj s1n9 — Yojcos 9) + Hsm 0

dä28 0 H4

öFxCxx = — Ix}: x<>!* y! =yoj
_ MRI3 fh 2 cos29 dg“ 3 32c 0 H

Öl'}
Cyy = _ =·x0j• yj =yoj

_ ¤R/3 1*** 2 sin29 dg" 3 32c 0 H

öFxCW = |"Y=x¤f· y!=yoJ
_ HRI3 fh 2sin9cos8 dg" 3 32c 0 H

Öl'}

MRI3 2” 2sin9cos9 däc 0 H

These characteristics represent the hydrodynamic forces acting on the seal, when the joumal is ro-
tating at speed w. .

2.3.1 Cavitation ejfect

Cavitation is a dynamic phenomenon which occurs in a liquid when it is subjected to pressure at
or below the oil vapor pressure. It causes the formation of bubbles or cavities as liquid vaporizes.
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i The force exerted as liquid rushes into the cavity gives rise to high localized pressure that may

damage surfaces in the region of cavitation. For flow involving liquids subjected to high pressures,

one would expect the dynamic pressures to be higher than the vapor pressure at all points. On the

other hand, for a low pressure supply the oil seal rings are most likely to cavitate. In this analysis

the fluid film will be considered to cavitate when the fluid pressure drops below the ambient pres-

sure level, which is taken to be zero. The fluid film cavitation is accounted for by neglecting the

contributions of negative pressures when evaluating the force integral. It is known that high am-

bient pressure will cause serious reduction in stability for plain journal bearings. This effect is also

true for oil ring seals.

2.4 Tilting pad characteristics

For an incompressible fluid, and including the precession of Oj about O, with angularvelocitythe

dynamic Reynolds Equation may be written as :

6/Fg ggg- gg- 2.,9öxll, öx]+öz[u öz —6Rw(l 2w)öx+l2ecos6 [.]

Introducing the following dimensionless parameters :

x=Dx' Z=LZ' h=2ch' €=cs

_ uw Ä 2 ,P — 21: ( L ) P

Reynolds equation in dirnensionless form becomes
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.6..3.2); nzlßä- 6rz öx,+121r cos6 [2.50]
(1 — 2 g)

Where

h=c(1+scos9)

h'=·%=—%-(1+6cos0)

The resulting fluid film forces in the radial and tangential directions are given by

I Ip cosßdx dz’ [2.51]

F, = — „1w(1 — 2 -3}
)'Up’ sin 6dx'dz’ [2.52]

where,

RL RÄ =Ä? ( )2 .

Thus the fluid film force F has the form

iz é Ä
F=Ä.w(l -22)- s,d>,•———T [2.53]

(1 — 2 E-)

At steady state, é = = 0, and for small motions the vibratory force dF, becomes

ö ö ö 2 • [2.54]
Ö( U, )
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It is desirable to express the force components as

di", = — Khé — Chi — Kha — Cha [2.55]

dF„ = — Kw: — C,,,§ - Kha — cha [2.56]

The coordinate transformation used to express the forces (FQ, F,) in the (f, a) reference frame as
shown in Fig. 6 is given by

F,
= — cos 6 sin 6 F,

[2 57]Fn sin 6 — cos 6 F, °

Thus, it is easy to extract the fixed pad bearing coefficients from Eq 2.54·2.57 as follows :

6 6 6 6 fKh =%lw[—ä'/L-Lcos26 —;-ä'%—si1126 — (%——E€L)cos6 sin6 —·%—sin6]

6 6 6 6 fsin6

E/i 2 iß--2 _."ß .%. - ß-K,,,— C Aw[— ös cos 6- süd) sm 6—( Sag, + ös )cos6s1r16+ 8 sm6

6 6 6 6 fsin6 [2.58]

6 6 2fCh =%,1[—%-cos26 +é-—cos6 sin6 —qäsin 6]ö( 7) ö( 7)

6 6 2f
C:n='%Ä,|***'!:;;·L**SlI12(ß +-é-cos6 sin6 +%cos 6}Ö( 7) Ö( 7)

6 6 2fC", =-%).[ ——J%-cos26 +-——€L—cos 6 sin6 -71sin 6]ö( 7) ö( 7)

6 6 2f
———€-L-cos6 sin6 +-;,2-cos 6]ö( 7) ö( 7)
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Figure 6. Fixed pad representation: Pad oscillates around 0,, with amplitude np .
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A cross·sectiona1 area of a tilting pad is shown in Fig. 7, where the preload mb is given by

Cb
1 •— *i'mb cp

Figure 8 shows a 3 dimensional schematic of a modified seal design with tilting pad elements, cur-
rently at Dresser-Rand company.

The dynamic coefficients of a single pad that is allowed to rotate about its pivot, as shown in Fig.
6, may be written using the following nomenclature :

0,, = steady state position of the pad center.

1;, = amplitude of oscillation of the pad .

R, = radius from pivot to 0,,.

I = mass moment of inertia of pad .

M = I/R,} = equivalent pad mass (lb·sec2/in) .

Sumrning moments about 0,, and letting 9 = ägi- , then
P .

.. Iii
I9 = = —RpdF,, [2.59]

and,

Miip = —- dF,, [2.60]

Assurning the rotor to execute nonsynchronous harmonic motion (6, >1)e"' and noting that under
dynamic conditions ry is replaced by (rg — np), the following equations may be written.

MG? — üp) np) + C,,,,(•i — rip) [2-61]
4 Mv2(•y —- np) = Kmff + ivC,,gf + K,,,,(r1 — np) + ivC,m(r1 — np)
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RU = RAOMJS TO PIVOT
Rp= PAD RADIUS OF CURVATURE
RU= Rp WHEN mb= 0.0

I

A ; /’ PIVOT
6 ”’ °? *"·*i»°'i.?.;„„ _¤—

, Ui

9, + b X
. :2., ~

R +O.X

WT ‘

. 9
” cb

y
' q mb =_ l" [Ap

cb= RU- R
X cp= Rp - R

Figure 7. Tilt pad bearing schematic:
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Solving for (V1 — 11,,) yields

[KM —MV2 +1VcM](„ - 1,,,) = [(KM -I-ivCM§){ + Mvzq]

(K — Mvz) - 1 C<·« — ~„> = · E<1<„1 +1»¢„1>¢ + MM (KM — Mv ) + (VCM)

(#1 ·— np) = — [(K„; +fvC,,;)§ + Mvzn]-(P — iq)

where,

KMp
= ——·—·——l—···—···— [2.62](KM — Mv2)2 + (VcM)2

VCq = [2.63](Kw _ MV ) + (VC11#1)

dFM = — [KM. + ivCM1]{ — [KM, + ivCM1]ry [2.65]

but;

VF: = ‘ Ke'? ” @1;- KM'? ‘ 1p)- C»1:(*) ‘ Vp)
= — K§g{ —

ivC:,:{
— Kgnli — [(KM + ivCM){ + Mv2ry]].(p — iq) [2_55]

- Cngivli - [(KM +1VCM)g+ Mv2q]].(p - iq)
and,

dF>1 = — KME: " Cnä ' K'7*7(V — VP) " C#1#1(V " VP)
iq) [2.67]

- CM1V[—[(KM+1VCM):+ MV2„]].(p - iq)
By equating the coefiicients of { and V; , the dynamic stiffness and damping coefficients may be

written as followsc

K1? = K1: ‘ (PK:»1 + ‘)“Cc»1)K·1: ‘ (‘¥K:V ‘P”Cc»1)“C»1c
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“Ccc'

QVCYIC)

VC"? =Mv2(qKncKm:

= — Mv2(pK,m + qvC°,m)

vC,m1 = Mv2(qKlm — pvcrm)

Returning to the fixed coordinate system (x,y), and using the appropriate coordinate transforma-
tion, the incremcntal forces may be expressed by

dFx=-Kx,,.x— Cxxx—Kxyy—· CW}?

dli = ” Kyxx " Cyxf " KWV ' Cyß;

The coordinate transformation between (x,y) and (C, ry) is given by

x _ cos :/ — sin :/1 C—
sin :/1 cos :/ 11

Thus,

dFx = _ cos Ill — sin lll dF, [2,69]dlä, sm :/1 cos :/1 dF„

Surnming over all the pads, the stiffness and damping coefficients in the (x,y) frame are given by :

n
KH = Z:K,,1,cos2:/,+ K,m.,sin2:/,—· (K,,,1,+ KW,) cos :/, sin :/1,

i=l

n
cos :/1, sin :/1,

i=l
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n
KX), = ZKM!cos2g/1!— KM! sinzgß! + (KM! — K,M„!) cos n/«! sin gb!

Z=l

n
CX}, = Zcgnrl COS2lp! " Cngrl Slnzllll + (cggrl * CM"'!) COS lp!
sini=l

n
Kyx = ZKM! coszg/z! — KM! sinznjz! + (KM! — KM'!) cos gp! sin g/z!

i=l

n
Cyx coszgß! — CM! sinzgb! + (CM! — CM'!) cos gb! sin gb!

i=l

n
Kyy = ZKM! cosznß! + KM! sinzglz! + (KM! + KM!) cos glz! sin g/z!

l=l

rz

i=l

These eight stiffness and darnping coefficients represent the hydrodynamic forces on the journal,

and are essential for the vibration analysis of the rotor and the determination of the stability
threshold speed.

2.5 Effect of pad inertia on bearing characteristics

The equivalent stiffness and damping coefficients of the tilting pad in the y direction, including the

inertia of the pad, are presented here. Assuming a synchronous whirl of the joumal the following
x and y displacements can be written :
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y2 = Yzeiwt y1 = Y1eIwt [2.71]

X2 = *iY2€lwt X1 = 0

From the free body diagram shown in Fig. 9, the equations of motion may be written as :

Kyy(y2 —.Y}) + Cyy(}}2
_Yl)

+ Kyxx2 + Cyx£2 = 0 [272]

MY} ' Kyy(.Y2 'yl) " Cyyo}2
_Y1)

'" Kyxx2 _
Cyxi·2 + Kpyl = 0

Substituting Eq 2.71 into Eq 2.72 yields

K1,y(Y2 — Y1) + iwCyy(Y2 — Y1)- iKyxY2 + wC1,xY2 = 0 [2.73]

—Mw2 Y1 — Kyy( Y2 — Y1) —iwC1,y(Y2 — Y1) + iKyxY2 ·— wCyxY2 + KPY1= O

Equating forces of the actual system with the equivalent one yields,

[KW + iwCyy](Y2 — Y1) + [wCyP —- iKyx] Y2 = Keq Y2 + iwC8q Y2 [2.74]

Y1[KP + Kyy — Mwz + iwCy1,] = Y2[Kyy + iwCyy — iKyx +wCyx]KP

+ Kyy — Mw + iwCyy I

Expressing Eq 2.73 in terms of Y2 gives :
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Figure 9. Free body diagram . Inertia of pad in y direction:
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l

(K +wC )+i( C —K)
(Y; — Yl)[Kyy + iwC”yy] = Y; 1- [Kyy + iwCyy]KP + Kyy — Mw + iwCyy

2 . .
= Y2 KP + Kyy — Mw + lwcyy — Kyy2— wCyx — z(wCyy — Kyx) [KW + iwcyylKP + Kyy —— Mw +1wCyy

(K -—Mw2— C )+iK 2.77iwcyyl [ ]
KP + Kyy — Mw + iwCyy

= Y2 [(KP — Maß - wcyx) + zK,,,„] [(K„ + KP — Mwz) — zwcy,] [KP + iwCyy]
(KP + KP_Mw2)2 + (wCyy)2

= y L’.¢Lli2 DEN

Where,

NUM = [(KP — Mwz — wCyx) + iKyx] [(Kyy + KP — Mwz) — iwCyy] [Kyy + iwCyy] [2.78]

let,

A = KP — Mwz —- wCyx [2.79]

B=Kyy+KP—MQ2

Then,NUM

= [A + iKyx] [B — iwCyy] [Kyy + iwCyy]
= { (A B + wKyx.Cyy) + ‘i(B Kyx — AwCyy) }[Kyy + iwCyy]
= Kyy(A B + wKyx.Cyy) — wCyy(BKyx — AwCyy) [2.80]
+ i[wCyy(A B + wKyx.Cyy) + Kyy(B Kyx — AwC),y)]
= C+ iD

Thus;
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wCyx — iKP,x] = KPP YP + zu.cPP YP [2.81]

and,

K _ wc +
Kyy(A B + wKyx.Cyy) — wCyy(B Kyx

[2 82]"" "‘ (KPP + KP — Mw2)2 + (wCyy)2 '

C(AB+ K C)+K(BK —A C)
(Kw ‘*° Ku ” Mw ) + (wCw)

Equations 2.82 and 2.83 represent the equivalent stiffness and damping coefiicients acting on the
journal along the y direction.
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2.6 Leakage calculation in journal bearings

2.6.1 Flow of viscous liquid through a slot

Assume that a rectangular slab of liquid is being extracted down throught the slot of thickness 2x,
width b, and length L as shown in Fig. 10. The force down is due to the pressure difference.

F= 2xbAp [2.84]

The resisting force upward is given by

_ .4}*.F- 2Ibu dx [2.85]

Equating the forces for static equilibrium gives :

- _ 22xbAp — 2lbp dx

xdx = dvlr

v - pl 2 + c [2.86]

Using the boundary conditions at x = i- g- —» v = 0 gives

.. h2 —#1 8 + c - 0

C =2ipl 8
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AP h2 2v- zßllä 4 —x [2.87]

and,

max •8;2lv
— [2 88]

Thus, the average velocity is given by :

_ 2 _ 2Aph2 _ Aphz"¤vg ‘ 6 "m=¤< ‘ 24„1 ‘ 12pI [2*89]

The volume of {low Q is the average velocity multiplied by the cross sectional area.

Ap./12 Ap.b.h3Q- lzpl h.b- mu] [2.90]

2.6.2 Leakagc through capillary seals

For a ring seal with leakage in the axial direction, the width b is given as, b = 21:R. Then, the

volume of flow Q becomes, .

Ap.2¢zR./13 ApnR/13
Q —

12,11]
—

6,u] [291]

For an eccentric journal bearing the {ihn thickness is given by :

h = mr(1 — a cos (9) [2.92]

Where
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The differential flow is given by 2

dQ _ Ap.rd(-9.m3r3[l — 6 cos (9]3 2 93' 12,11 [ ‘ 3

Integrating over the bearing, the total flow is given by :

A . 3. " 2Q: -€’EL]”[1-„oso33do
A . 3. " 2

36 cos (9 + 362 cos2(-9 — 63

sm o + 3631l ca + l sin 2o) - 631l- san o[2 + c¤s3o]>]3"12111 2 4 3 ° [3_94]
Ap.m3.r4 2— mid [2vr+36 11]

= £z;.”1li‘1-. [1 + A ,2]
6,11] 2

= Q,=o[1 + 1.663]

Where Q„,„ is the flow out when the joumal is concentric with its bearing .

2.6.3 Attitude angle

The attitude angle phi is the angle between the direction of the applied load W and a line joining
the bearing and shaft center, see Figure ll. W is then opposed by the pressure film force acting
along the line of centers OO'.

@=Ü'
Wcos ¢ =f p cos (-9rld(-9 = IQ [2.95]

@=O

(9=9'
Wsin ¢> = p sin G)rId® = Fo [2.96]

(‘9=O
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Figure ll. Eccentric journal bearing:
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W Sin 4) fp sin G)rId®
tan eb = ——l— = —————— [2.97]WCOS il) fp cos E)rId®

Assuming a pressure arc of 180 degrees Fuller (11) has shown that,

1T«/ 1 — 62
tan ¢> — -*-3;*-- [2.98]

and for a full 360 degrees seal (or bearing), the attitude angle may be expressed by (12),

rr„/ l — 62
tan d> —

· [2.99]

Generally at light loads and high speeds, the eccentricity ratio 6 is small, approaching zero, while

the attitude angle ¢> approaches 90 degrees. For heavier loads the eccentricity ratio increases and

the center of the shaft travels downward along the shaft center locus, with the attitude angle ap-

proaching zero as the eccentricity ratio approaches 1.0. The hydrodynamic force which is perpen-

dicular to the line of centers is given by :

F, = Wsin d> [2.100]

which cause the rotor to whirl.

The tilting pad journal bearing raises the threshold of whirl instability because it provides a smaller

attitude angle </> and a smaller magnitude for F,. For example a journal bearing with many pads

will have an attitude eccentricity locus that is essentially a straight line downward in the same di-

rection as the applied load, which means that ¢> is approxirnately zero. The motion of the shaft in

fixed journal bearings or oil seal that are under high ambient pressure is horizontal and perpendic-
ular to the direction of the applied load (6:90 degrees (11,12) .
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2.6.4 Fluidfilm thickness

The fluid film thickness can be calculated from the eccentricity ratio 6 as shown in Fig. 11.

h= c+ ecos9’ = c[l + 6cos6’]
=c[1+6cos(1r—®)] [2.101]
= c[1 — 6 cos 9]

The maximum occurs at G) = 1: , and the minimum occurs at ® = 0 .

2.6.5 1/2 frequency whirl of rotors

For lightly loaded joumal bearing, the pressure induced flow is neglected. Assuming a linear velocity
profile, the flow into the wedge is given by :

1‘}=%LRw[c+ 6] [2.102]

and, the flow out of the wedge is given by :

FO =-%LRw[c— 6] [2.103]

If pressure is developed in the film, the flow in is reduced and the flow out is increased, which
balance E and E, to maintain the flow continuity. However, if the load is small and in absence of

pressure a small whirl velocity v is induced to maintain the flow balance.

F= 2LRev [2.104]

Thus equating the flow in and out of the wedge gives :

é- LRw[c + 6] = é- LRw[c — 6]+ 2LRev [2.105]
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and,

1v = —w[2.106]2

Hence, the rotor tries to whirl at one half the speed of rotation to maintain the How balance. The
cross coupling stiffness and damping coefiicients are also known to be a major source of subsyn-
chronous whirl of rotors.
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3. Results of frequency dependent calculation for the

tilting pad analysis

This chapter presents the effects of frequency dependent calculation on the stiffness and damping

coefficients of a tilting pad bearing. Section 3.2 shows the effects ofpad inertia on the characteristics

of a 5 shoes tilting pad bearing with load on pad.

3.1 Effects of subsynchronous whirl

Lund (6) assumed that the rotor shaft was undergoing synchronous harmonic motion, which de-

scribes the steady state response to unbalance or other synchronous forcing functions. However,

due to destabilizing forces, the rotor bearing seal system may be forced to vibrate at frequencies
other than the rotor running speed. This phenomena is called nonsynchronous whirl of the rotor,

and must be incorporated in the calculation of the tilting pad bearing coefficients.

A five pad tilting pad bearing , with load directed between pads has been analysed. The data are
presented for two values of L/D=(0.2,0.5), a.nd for two values of Sommerfeld numbers, SOM
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1
=(.2,8.), that correspond to low and high speed operation. Preload factors of 0.0 and 0.5 are con-
sidered. l

In Figures 12-19 pad inertia has been neglected, and the cross coupled stiffness and damping coef-

ficients are zero. These figures show the variation of the nondimensional bearing characteristics as
a function of the whirl ratio a = Figure 12 shows that at L/D = 0.2 and SOM= 0.214, the
stiifnesses, K„ and Kw_ increase by 13 percent as the vibrational frequency decreases from wo to
0.lw„ , while the damping coefficients , C„ and Cw_ decrease by 18 percent.

Figure 13 shows that, at the same L/D of 0.2 and with SOM= 7.918, the principal stiffnesses in-
crease by 27 percent, as the whirl ratio decreases from 1.0 to 0.1 , while the damping coefticients
decrease by 24 percent. Figure 14 shows that at a low Sommerfeld number of 0.214 and with a
preload m,, = 0 , the effect of subsynchronous whirl is the same as with mb = 0.5. However, in
Figure 15, for SOM= 18.6 and m,, = 0, C„ and Cw show a rapid decrease with decreasing whirl
ratio, and becomes negative at a vibrational frequency of 0.3w„. This will have a destabilizing
effect on the rotor beaiing seal system.

Figure 16 shows that at L/D= 0.5,SOM = 0.214, mb = 0.5, K„ and Kw increase by 20 percent as the

whirl ratio decreases from 1.0 to 0.1, while C„ and Cw decrease by 16 percent. Also, K„ and Kw
decrease by 2 units compared to those at L/D= 0.2 in Fig. 12, whereas C„ and Cw increase by 1
unit. The same trend is shown in figures 17-19. In Figure 19 at high Sommerfeld number and

zero preload, C„ and Cw becomes negative at a vibrational frequency of Ü.45w0.
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Figure I2. Tilting pad characteristics versus whirl ratio at L/D = .5 SOM = .185 PREL= .5:
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Figure 13. Tilting pad characteristics versus whirl ratio at L/D= .5 SOM = 5.71 PREL= .5
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Figure I4. Tilting pad characteristics versus whirl ratio at L/D= .5 SOM = .247 PREL= 0.:
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3.2 Effects of pad inertia

The effect of pad inertia which has been neglected in many bearing analysis codes has been incor-
porated in the seal assembly. For symmetry around the x-axis and no pad inertia, the cross coupling
terms of tilting pad bearings (KXY,KYX,CXY,CYX) goes to zero. As the weight of the tilting
pads becomes significant, it is more desirable to include the effect of pad inertia on the tilting pad
bearing characteristics. Figures 20-25 show the characteristics of a 5 tilting pad bearing, with a (136
Kg) load on pad, and the effects of 3 inertia cases I= (0,0.234,0.585) Kg.cm2.

Figure 20 shows a 50 % decrease of the direct stiffness KXX, when including a pad mass moment
of inertia I= 0.234 Kg. cm: , while KYY decreases by 0.8 % . Figure 2l shows a 50 % decrease
in the direct damping CXX , when including the inertia of the pad, while CYY decreases by 2.3
%. Figures 22-23 show the same trend for a pad mass moment of inertia I= 0.585 KG. cmz .

Figures 24-25 show the cross coupling bearing characteristics for the two pad inertia cases. lt is
noticed that (KYX,CYX) are very close to zero in both cases, while (KXY,CXY) have a non-zero
value, and therefore should be accounted for in the stability threshold speed calculation.
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Figure 20. Tilting pad characteristics (KXX ,KYY) versus speed (RPM) ,f0r I=(0,0.234 )KG-CM**2: Preload=.5, W=,136 Kg , Load on pad .
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Figure 21. Tilting pad characteristics (CXX ,CYY) versus speed (RPM) ,for l=(0,0.234 )
KG-CM**2: Preload= .5, W= 136 Kg , Load on pad .
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Figure 22. Tilting pad characteristics (KXX ,KYY) versus speed (RPM) ,f0r l=(0,0.585 )
KG-CM**2: Preload= .5, W= 136 Kg , Load on pad .
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Figure 23. Tilting pad characteristics (CXX ,CYY) versus speed (RPM) ,f0r I=(0,0.S85 )
KG-CM**2: Preload= .5, W= 136 Kg , Load on pad .
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Figure 24. Tilting pad characteristics (KXY,KYX) versus speed (RPM) ,l°or I=(0.234, 0.585 )
KG-CM**2: Preload= .5, W= 136 Kg , Load on pad .
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Figure 25. Tilting pad characteristics (CXY,CYX) versus speed (RPM) ,for l=(0.234, 0.585 )
KG—CM**2: Preload= .5, W= 136 Kg , Load on pad .
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4. Evaluation of typical high pressure seal

characteristics

4.1 Extention of current seal analysis to tilt pad support

An automated computer code for the calculation of loading, stiffness and damping coefficients of
a modified seal design with tilting pad elements has been developed. The axial thrust load acting
on the seal is calculated and multiplied by an appropriate coefficient of friction to yield the resisting
friction force. This fiiction force is assumed to act on the tilting pad elements to yield the eccen-

tricities of the_ modified seal design. An assembly of the stiffness and damping coefficients over the
5 shoes were calculated and then added to the characteristics of the oil ring seal.

. The major potential source of destabilizing forces in high pressure centrifugal compressors are the

seals. Thus a lot of research has been done recently to predict the influence of liquid and gas seals

on turbomachinery rotor dynamic stability (3,4,5).

For a non cavitated seal design, the cross coupled stiffness values are large, while the following

characteristics ( KXX, KYY ,CXY, CYX ) have a zero value as shown in Eq 2.48. Therefore
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several centrifugal compressors have been documented to exhibit excessive trends of subsynchro-
nous vibration due to oil seal excitation (5). In addition heavy oil ring seals have created large ec-
centricities, that caused high leakage flow of oil, which is desirable to minimize. As a result of these
problems created by standard oil ring seals, the stable tilting pad bearing has been designed into the
seal to center the heavily grooved seal element. The direct tilting pad bearing stiffnesses (KXX ,
KYY) which when added to the zero values of the seal element will have a stabilizing influence
on the seal. In addition the seal leakage will reduce due to the improved centering of the seal as a
result of the added load capacity of the tilting pads.

Under steady state operating conditions the hydrodynamic load generated by the tilting pad shoe
must be directed from the shaft joumal center through the center of the pad pivot point. If the
tilting pads are assumed to have little inertia, then the pads can follow the shaft motion and the

resulting effect will be that the tilting pad bearing will generate very small cross coupled stiffness
values. Thus, the seal will have high stability, and the modified seal design will have an overall cross
coupled stiffness ( KXY, KYX ), which will be a result of the annular sealing rings.

4.2 Evaluation of two design seal characteristics

Figures 26-28 show the stiffness and damping coefficients for two seal designs that will be used later
in a high pressure centrifugal compressor stability analysis.

l) A standard seal having 2 rings, and with a diameter clearance of 8 rnils.

2) A modified oil seal ring with tilting pad elements added.

Figure 26 shows that for standard seal design the viscous damping coefficients CXX and CYY are
less than 150 N-sec/cm and tend to zero as the speed increases. For the modified seal analysis
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CXX decreases very rapidly with the speed from 2100 to 300 N-sec/cm. while CXX has increased
by 100 units.

Figure 27 shows the stiffness characteristics for a combined seal and a tilting pad bearing. KXX
decreases almost exponentialy from 1.5 x 106 to 0.9 x 106 as the speed increases. While KYY in-
creases almost linearly from 60,000 to 0.25 x 106 (N/cm).

The cross coupling terms KXY and KYX are shown in Fig .28. These are considerably smaller than
the direct stiffnesses. It is always desirable to minimize the cross coupling stiffnesses, because they
are the major source of destabilizing forces in the seals.
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Figure 26. dViscous damping coeflicients CXX and CYY vs SPEED for both standard and modified seal
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Figure 27. Stiffness characteristics for modified seal design:
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Figure 28. Stiffness charaeteristics KXY and KYX for modified seal design:
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5. Stability of a multi stage compressor

This chapter presents standard techniques to calculate the darnped critical speeds and the instability

threshold speed of mu1ti·mass rotor bering systems based on a transfer matrix approach (13,14). .

Section 5.2 presents the dexivation of a fluid film bearing support transfer matrix.

5.1 Transfer matrix for beams

Consider the rotor shaft as a series of massless elastic shaft sections with concentrated mass station
at the start or end of a given shaft section as shown in Fig .29.

Mass station

X5,
= X5 .

6} = 6}

M.? = M5
V}- V} = —mw2x„
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, l

where a harmonic motion was assumed. Thus, in matrix form the point matrix is expressed by
x l 0 0 0 x
0 R 0 1 0 0 9 L= 5.1M " 0 0 1 0 M " [ J
V mwz 0 0 1 V

Field station:

The Euler beam theory is used, where the mass, the shear deformation , and the rotary inertia of
the elastic shaft are neglected. The governing equations are given by J

2M = EI$9}
dz

V = Hä= .4.IÄ.dz3 dz

dz dz

- Q2.6 — dz
By applying the equilibrium equation to the shaft section of Fig. 29, it is found that :

= V5

M,$+, = Mf + V,?.L,,

- Mfdö - E, dz

’ L R _ 1 L" R R6,,+1 -6,, —Ü (MR + V,, Z)dZ
0 R L1 V L= ET <'”$°L~ +%>

fdx = fßdz
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2
xß )dz + il-Hßdz

2 2__ R R Ln R Ln“ ‘2~L'· + V" 661 +M~ 261
Let L = L„ ; Thus in matrix form the field matrix is expressed by :

L2ZZ Z 6% ZL = J6., L 12 5 2M"+‘ 00 li! 261 M" L']
V 0 0 L V0 1

It is desirable to combine the field matrix with the point matrix to get

L2 LiX l O Ü Ü 1 L 6El X
H R = 0 1 0 0 0 1 L2 9 RM" 0 010 00 Lil 261 M”"
V mm2 0 0 1 0 0 L V0 12

5.3
1 L 251 6EI x0 1 ä L2 6 R—
0 0 1 ZE! M n—1

mwz mw2L mw2L2 ma)2L3 V2El 2+ 661
For accurate results, it is desirable to include the gyroscopic effects, the shear deformation and the
cross-coupled stiffness term. Including the x-z and y-z planes of vibration Eq 5.3 becomes an 8x8
transfer matrix as shown below.
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X

MY
Vx _
Y

GY
Mx "
VY

L3 L3 L,.1 LP 2(EI)„ 6(EI)„ ' ..216 ° 0 ° 0
0 1

—€L
0 0 0 0‘E"·1 , T‘E"·1 . ,ITA L [TÄ L L L0 IA2 1+-4 +————¤- 0 IA IA~—L IA-!-T @05. LP zum,. “’ T ‘“ T (L11,. “’ T 211:0,.

2 2 *mÄ LnmA mA L„ AA 0 0 0 0
L3 L3 L,.0 0 0 0 1 L" 2(EI)„ 6(EI)„

—
aAGL L30 0 0 0 0 1 —L -1

2 (ED'} 2 2(EI)'2 2L,. L,. 2 /1* L,. ITA L,.0 —IA—IA—————IA— 0 IA l+————L+-l‘” P ‘” P (L11. “’ T 20,. T <L1>,. P 2<L0„
0 0 0 0 A2 AA”‘ ’" P 2<L0,.

— X

MY
Vx 5.4Y [ ]
GY
Mx n—l
VY

where
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AA5.2

Bearing support transfer matrix

The free body diagram force equilibrium in the x direction is shown in Fig. 30.

***1*}+ ’9¤°‘/+ KMP!+ Cmxx + Cfx»P1‘ KMX ‘ xx) ‘ KMP —P/) ‘CM* ***1)— @.,0 -0,6 = 0 [5*5]
Assuming harmonic motion of the beaxing then

{Z} = R{Z6¢*'
The equilibrium conditions in the x and y directions are given by :

(mfA2 + KM. + ACM„ + KH + AC,„„)xf+ (KM, + ACM, + KX}, + AC,„y)yf= (Kxx + AC„„)x
_ + (Kxy + ACxy)y

[5.6]

(KM + ACM + Kyx + ACy,„)xf+ (mfA2 + KM + ACM + Kyy + ACyy)yf= (Kyx + ACy„)x 4
+ (Kyy + ACyy)y

This is a linear equation in xf and yf that could be solved easily as :

xf=Allx+Al2y [5.7] ‘

Pf= Azix + A22} [5-8]

The force equilibrium at mass station m„ as shown in Fig.30 is given by

V.? = VS — m„5ö — K„(x — xß — Kxyfy -17) — C„„(¤% — ff) — Cx,0> —6>;) [5-9]
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Figure 30. Free body diagram for a bearing:
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Assuming a joumal harmonic motion, the equilibrium equation in the x and y direction are given
by
V? = V? + UK„ + ·lC„>A12 + (Az;-1)(KW + ÄCWHY [5 10]

+ [m„A2 + (AH -1)(Kxx + „1Cxx) + A2l(Kxy + 2Cxy)]x

V? = V? + UKW + 'lCyy)A21 + (A11-1)(KW+ 'lCyx)]x [5 H]
+ [ —m„22 + (A22 -1)(Kyy + ACyy) + A,2(Kyx + ACyx)]y

The point transfer matrix for the bearing element supported on a flexible support is given by

X 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X
(-Dx 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 ®x
My

2
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 My

Vx —m„S +(AH —1)(kxx+SCxx) 0 0 1 0 0 O Vx
R + A2l(kX)’ + S CXY) + (A22 Cxy) L

Y = 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 Y
oy " 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 oy "Mx 0 000 S2 0(A 1) 010 Mx—m + ..A„</<,,+ $6*,,1 ” 22

(kyy + S Cyy)
A k S CVy +(A,,-1)(kyx-scyx) 0 0 0 + 121Xx+ Xx) 0 0 1 Vy

° [5.12]

5.3 Stability Analysis

The determination of stability for multi mass flexible rotors has relied upon the transfer matrix
solution (13,14). Rigid bodies such as flywheels, couplings, turbine disks can be considered as rigid
disks. Flexible couplings and thin shafts whose polar mass moment of inertia are small car1 be
considered as massless shafts. W'hen the shaft diameter is large and its mass moment of inertia can
not be ignored, either lump the inertia of each section as a rigid disk or consider a distributed inertia
and stiffness. Hence, the system reduces to several rigid disks connected by massless elastic shafts,
or distributed mass and elastic shafts.
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The solution is accomplished with an 8 by 8 transfer matrix, and the state vector consists of two
displacements, slopes, moments, and shears at each station (X, 9,,, My, V,„, Y, 6y, The sol-
ution is assumed as :

{z} = ReaI({Z}e’“) [5.13]

where

„l=a-I-fwd
T

[5.14]

Z=Z,+iZ; [5.15]

The Logarithmic decrement which represents the growth or decay of the state vector amplitude in
one cycle is defined as,

6 = -7% = log decrement. [5.16]

The overall transfer matrix that connects the left state vector to the right state vector in the rotor -
is found by successive multiplication of field and point matrices which accounts for the effects of
the stiffness and inertia properties of the various sections of the system. This matrix is represented
in the general form as follows:

A A1215 = EAJ8..81Z1% = [8** A" lim? 15.171
21 22

This technique yields as many critical speeds as the number of the stations into which the shaft is
divided. Assuming a free free boundary condition, the system has zero moment and shear at the
shaft ends, and the following equation may be written:

Za 8: A11' A12, Za 1; [818]0 A21, A22, 0

where 8

Zd = (X, 9,,, Y, Hy) . The eigenvalues ,1 of the system are then extracted from the characteristic de-
terminant , which is given by

de1[A,,'] = 0 [5.19]

The examination of the real part of the eigenvalue ( a ) gives an indication of wether the system is
stable or not. A stability computer code developed using this method of analysis (10) has been used
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to evaluate the influence of the irnproved seal design on a typical centrifugal compressor config-V uration.

5.3.1 Eigerwalue calculatiorz
A

Eq. 5.19 represents a polynomial in l of order 2n, where n is the number of degrees of freedom of
the system. A well known technique to solve it is the linear projection solution :

Fln+1 = ln [5.20]
E

Since the function F is complex, the Cauchy·Riemann Condition is used. It states that a function
F (z) = u (x,y) + i v (x,y) is analytic if and only if u and v satisfy : .

öu _ _Q1;_
öx - öy [5.21]

öu __ _ _Qy_ .öy - ax [5.22]

where

Q-Q ·Q = -
1

az-öx+1öx, z x+zy [5.23]

The function F represents the polynomial of Eq 5.19 and is written as :

F= F, + if} [5.24]

l = a + fwd [5.25]

Thus;

dF @1% . @1%71* = .1,. + *77 5 26@6 . @1*. 1 · 1“ 6.,,,, “‘ 6.,,,,
The derivative of Eq 5.26 is then approximated by

öF AF,. . (AF,.)
öl -lm( Amd ) 1Rc Amd [5.27]
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Application of Eq 5.27 with F given by Eq 5.19, the first eigenvalue could be found. Additional
eigenvalues are found by reducing F by all previously found eigenvalues and their complex conju-
gates.
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5.3.2 Application of the analysis for a high pressure centräugal compressor

The stability of a 6 stage compressor running at 10000 RPM, and supported by a 5 tilting pad
bearing at L/D= 0.5 has been analysed considering the following two seal designs :

1) A standard seal having 2 rings with 6 lands at 0.33 in each, and with a diameter clearance
of 8 mils.

2) An oil seal with 1 ring, having 14 lands at 0.1 in each, and a diameter clearance of 8 mils.
A 5 tilting pad bearing is attached to the seal with L/D=0.2, load on pad, and a fxiction load
W = 357 lbs.

Figures 26·28 in section 4, show the stiffness and damping coefficients for the standard seal design
as compared to the combined seal + tilting pad design.

Figure 31 shows the stability analysis of a 6 stage compressor, for a noncavitated solution of the
seal. For the standard ring seal design the compressor goes unstable at a speed of 6000 RPM and
higher. However, for the modified seal design with an attached tilting pad bearing, and at different
vibrational whirl frequencies, the compressor was predicted to be stable up to a speed higher than
16000 RPM. Figure 31 also shows the effect of the subsynchronous whirl on the stability of the
compressor. As the whirl frequency decreases from a synchronous whirl at wo to a subsynchronous
whirl at 0.3w„, the log decrement decreases by 0.15 units.

Using a combined seal with tilting pad bearing, the log decrement decreases almost exponentially
with the speed as shown in Fig. 31, and does not have a threshold speed over the speed range of
interest.
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Figure 3l. Stability analysis for a 6 stage compressor: Non cavitated solution .
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6. Summary and Conclusions ,

A modified oil seal ring design for high pressure centrifugal compressors was used to stabilize the
rotor system. For a non cavitated seal design the seal characteristics ( KXX,KYY, CXY,CYX)
have a zero value, and for the tilting pad bearing the cross coupled coefficients ( KXY, KYX, CXY,
CYX ) are approximately zero. Thus , by attaching a tilting pad bearing to the oil ring seal the
direct stiffnesses KXX and KYY will no longer be zero. This is known to stabilize the rotor. In
addition, the tilting pad bearing has high stability characteristics, because the individual pads of the
bearing have the ability to rotate and adjust themselves to the imposed shaft forces.

The conclusions drawn from the oil seal design analysis are as follows 2

1) For high speed, high pressure turbomachinery, the effect of oil seals must be considered in the
design.

2) Adding a tilting pad load element to a liquid seal reduces leakage , and irnproves the overall ~
system stability of turbocompressors.

3) For a 5 pad tilting pad seal design operating with zero preload and high Sommerfeld numbers,
and at vibration frequency ratios below 0.5, the principal damping coefficients are forced to be-
come negative. Such seal designs must be carefully analysed for their stability.

A

4) For accurate results of the tilting pad seal coefficients, the subsynchronous whirl frequency of
the rotor must be included as a design parameter.

6. Summary and Conclusions 8l
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Appendix ·

A 1. Input for the tilting pad bearing program

Single pad data file read from tape 2.

Data file read from tape 1.

CARD1: Title

Format (80Al)

CARD2: Sub title

Format (80Al)

CARD3: IWHIRL,SPNSR

Format (IlO,Fl0.3)
A

l) IWHIRI., = 0 synchronous whirl . lI
= 1 nonsynchronous whirl .

= 2 as in 1 with pad inertia included .

2) SPNSR = whirl speed ratio .

I CARD4: MPAD,MINER

l
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Format (2F 10.3) .
l

1) MPAD = inertia of the pad (1bm).

2) MINER = mass moment of inertia of the pad (lbm·in**2).

CARD5: NPRELD,NPADS,LDPAD,JP1V,1DO

Format (5110)

1) NPRELD = number of preloads (max= 8) .

2) NPADS = number of pads (max= 7) .

3) LDPAD = 2 load between pivots .

= 3 load on pivot .

= 9 arbitrary loading .

= 29 gravity load between pivots plus extemal steam load.

= 39 gravity load on pivot plus external steam load.

4) JPIV = 0 iniinite pivot stiffness.

= 1 line contact between pad and housing .

= 2 as in 1 with pad and housing diameters known.

= 3 ball pivot .

5) IDO = 0 q

CARD6: ARCLG1—1,0FSET,WSTM,THESTM

Format(6F 10.0)

1) ARCLGH = pad arc length (deg) .

2) OFSET = pad offset factor .
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I
3) WSTM = steam load (lbs) .

4) THESTM = angle to steam load (deg) .

CARD7: PRELD(I) I= l,NPRELD

Format(8Fl0.0)

l) PRELD = bearing preload .

CARD8: NSP,NVIS,NDLUB,NND,NPIVCL,NLOAD,IVERS

F0rmat(8Il0)

1) NSP = number of speeds .

2) NVIS = 2 constant viscosity.

= 3 variable viscosity . ·

3) NDLUB = 0 standard oil inlet .

4) NND = 0 include pad data in print .

= l skip above data in print .

5) NPIVCL = 2 input pad clearance in card 9 .

= 3 input bearing clearance in card 9 .

6) NLOAD = 0 always.

7) IVERS = 0 creates (K,C) data in tape 4 .
= 999 no file creation .

CARD9: R/D,L,CR/CD,W,EHI,ELO,DELE,EMID

Format(8F10.0) -

l) R/D = joumal radius or diameter .
3

}
2) L = pad length (in) .
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3) CR/CD = bearing radial or diameter clearance .

4) W = bearing gravity load (lbs) .

5) EHI = starting eccentricity ratio for assembled bearing .

6) ELO = ending eccentricity ratio .

7) DELE = eccentricity ratio increment .

8) EMID
4

= mid eccentricity .

CARDIO: KOIL,NOIL,DOIL,CSDIA,DDRAIN,NDRAIN,TIN,PIN,TS

Format(2I5,2Fl0.0,F8.0,I2,3F10.0)

1) KOIL = l0 light turbine oil .

= 20 medium turbine oil .

= 30 heavy turbine oil .

= 40 B.P.O TH-80-HB .

= 50 SAE l0W .

2) NOIL = number of oil inlet holes .

3) DOIL = oil inlet hole diameter .

4) CSDIA = end seal diameter clearance .

5) DDRAIN = oil drain hole diameter .

6) NDRAIN = number of oil drain holes .

7) TIN = oil inlet temperature .

8) PIN = oil supply pressure .

9) TS = hot shaft temperature .
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CARD11: SP(I) I= 1,NSP

Format(8F 10.0)

1) SP = rotor spccds (RPM) .

[
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A2. Input for tlze seal program

Data fle read from tape 7 .

CARDI: Sl,S2,S3,HORIZ

Format (4GlO.2) U

l) S1 = initial speed (RPM)

2) S2 = fmal speed

3) S3 = speed increment

4) HORIZ = 0 vertical system
I

= 1 horizontal system

CARD2: Title

Format (80Al)

CARD3: Sub title

Format (80Al)

CARD4: NUMB,IVIS,RLAPW,WGTR,NSPRG,SPRGK,DXSPRG,BETAF

Format (2I10,2Gl0.4,I10,3Gl0.4)

1) NUMB = number of seal rings.
I

2) IVIS = 0 specify viscosity.

= l specify average fluid temperature.

= 2 specify data for heat balance.

3) RLAPW = width of radial lapped face (in).
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4) WGTR = total weight of seal rings (lb).

S) NSPRG = number of springs.

6) SPRGK = spring rate (lb/in).

7) DXSPRG = deflection of springs (in). A

8) BETAF = 0 lapped face condition factor known.

= l program calculate .

CARDS: JCODE,TOSL,TINS,CRHB,PHB,DHB,DELER,PRINTK

Format (2Il0,2Gl0.4,Il0,3Gl0.4) IF IVIS = 2

1) JCODE = type of fluid.

2) TOSL = total sealing length (in).

3) TINS = inlet temperature of fluid (deg F).

4) CRHB = average radial clearance (in).

S) PHB = seal entrance pressure (psi) .
F

6) DHB = average diarneter of sealing lands.

7) DELER = accuracy of temperature iteration (1 deg F).

8) PRINTK = print temp iterat yes or no.

CARD6: PHBH,PHBL,Tl,T2,Bl,B2
F

Format (6GlO.4) IF IVIS = 2

1) PHBH = seal entrance pressure (psia).

2) PHBL = seal exit pressure (psia).

>

3) T1 = temperature pararneters.
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4) T2 =

5) B1 = pressure parameters.

6) B2 =

CARD7: 1CFB,1EFIX,PRES,DO,DS,FMU,WDVFAC,DL,CLD

Format (2I5,7G10.4)

1) ICFB = 0 uncavitated solution.

= l cavitated solution. ·

2) IEFIX = 1 fixed eccentricity .

3) PRES = entrance pressure.

4) DO = seal lip outside diameter(in).

5) DS = shaft diam (in).

6) FMU = coeff of friction for radial lapped sealing face.

7) WDVFAC = 0 input.

= 1 program calculate load factor.

8) DL
•=

average land length (in).

9) CLD = average radial clearance of seal (in).

CARD8: PRESH,PRESL

Format (2Gl0.4)

1) PRESH = seal entrance pressure (psia).

2) PRESL = seal exit pressure (psia). A

CARD9: NG,ICAV,DIAC,CR
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Format (2Il0,2G10.4)

1) NG = number of grooves max (10) for ring x.

2) ICAV = o uncavitated.

= l cavitated .

3) DIAC = seal dia for ring x. 9

4) CR = radial clearance for ring x.

CARDIO: L(I) I=2*NG+4l

Format (8Gl0.4)

1) L(I) seal land and groove length (in) ex:l.25,—.25,l.25

Repeat cards 9 and 10 for each ring .
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1

Sample tilting pad input . ·

L/D=0 . 5 LOAD ON PAD
L=1 . 0 D=2. 0 HIGH PRESSURE COMPRESSOR TILT PAD SEAL

_ 2 1. 0
. 5 . 08

1 5 3
56. 0 0. S

0. 5
8 0 0 0 0 0 000

2 . 0 1 . 0 7 . 300 .
10 5 . 094 6 . 5 . 125 4

2000. 4000. 6000. 8000. 10000. 12000. 14000. 16000.
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Sample ring seal input .

. 20E+04 1 . 6E+O4 . 20E+04 1 . 0
EXSEAL.DAT
THIS IS AN EXAMPLE

2 2 .2500 10.00 12 11.00 . 1875 .0000
2 4.375 120.0 .5000E-02 90.00 9.000 1.000 1.000

100.0 10.00 100.0 180.0 . 1640E—03 . 1640E-03
0 0 90.00 9.750 9.000 .1000 1.000 1.375 .5000E-02

100.0 10. 00
1 0 9.000 .5000E-02

1.375 -.1250 1.375
2 0 9.000 .5000E-02

1.375 -.125 1.375 -.125 1.375
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Sample execution file on an IBM 3090

&TRACE OFF
FILEDEF 01 DISK TPADE DAT Al (LRECL 80 BLKSIZE 80 RECFM F)
FILEDEF 02 DISK D0500 DAT A1 (LRECL 80 BLKSIZE 80 RECFM F)
FILEDEF 03 DISK FRED1 OUT A1 (LRECL 133 BLKSIZE 133 RECFM F)
FILEDEF 04 DISK FRED2 OUT A1 (LRECL 132 BLKSIZE 132 RECFM F)
FILEDEF 13 DISK TILTPSE OUT A1 (LRECL 132 BLKSIZE 132 RECFM F)

FILEDEF CUFILE DISK EXSEAL DAT A1 (LRECL 80 BLKSIZE 80 RECFM F)
ERASE OUTFIL OUT Al
FILEDEF OUTFIL DISK OUTFIL OUT A1 (LRECL 133 BLKSIZE 133 RECFM F)
FILEDEF TABLE DISK STABLE OUT A1 (LRECL 132 BLKSIZE 132 RECFM F)
FILEDEF TITLE DISK EXSEAN DAT A1 (LRECL 80 BLKSIZE 80 RECFM F)
FILEDEF CFILE DISK CFILE DAT A1 (LRECL 80 BLKSIZE 80 RECFM F)
FILEDEF FILE DISK NFILE DAT A1 (LRECL 80 BLKSIZE 80 RECFM F)

FILEDEF 76 TERMINAL
*LOAD TILTPSE (START
EXEC WATFOR77 TILTPSE (NOEXT
&EXIT
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L/D=0.5 LOAD ON PAD
L=1.0 D=2.0 HIGH PRESSURE COMPRESSOR TILT PAD SEAL

DYNAMIC PAD DATA
L/D=0.5000

OFFSET= 0.500 PAD ARC LENGTH= 56.00 DEG
WHIRL SPEED RATIO= 0.400 PAD INERTIA STATUS = 2
MASS OF PAD= 0.500 LBM MASS MOMENT OF INERTIA= 0.08000 LBM.IN**2

ECC ATTITUDE H PIVOT SOMMERFELD KYY CYY
(DIM) (DEG) (DIM) (DIM) (DIM) (DIM)

1 0.0085 87.9636 0.99970 2.000E+02 ******** 229.62099
2 0.0170 86.9490 0.99910 1.000E+02 -7.85732 115.64940
3 0.0339 81.9722 0.99527 5.000E+01 -2.83556 59.10635
4 0.0561 76.9699 0.98735 3.000E+0l -0.87803 36.83249
5 0.1568 58.8828 0.91896 1.000E+01 0.66696 16.36336
6 0.2670 46.2313 0.81527 5.000E+00 -0.67973 12.20583
7 0.3176 41.9841 0.76394 3.800E+00 -2.52798 5.47413
8 0.3623 38.7140 0.71734 3.000E+00 0.16953 -4.00566

. 9 0.3969 36.4455 0.68074 2.500E+00 2.72786 -2.84329
10 0.4390 33.9518 0.63583 2.000E+00 3.89127 -0.17100
11 0.4918 31.1281 0.57900 l.500E+00 4.46341 1.70914
12 · 0.5623 27.7923 0.50254 1.000E+00 5.03173 2.88641
13 0.6195 25.3586 0.44021 7.000E-01 5.58100 3.38979
14 0.6553 23.9315 0.40104 5.500E-01 6.00746 3.61422
15 0.6990 22.2749 0.35313 4.000E-01 6.65211 3.83855
16 0.7162 21.6487 0.33435 3.500E-01 6.95268 3.91688 ·
17 0.7433 20.6828 0.30464 2.800E-01 7.49993 4.03347
18 0.7806 19.3986 0.26375 2.000E—01 8.44264 4.18061
19 0.8092 18.4473 0.23234 1.500E-01 9.37798 4.27863
20 0.8535 17.0429 0.18400 9.000E-02 11.37894 4.42447
21 0.8830 16.1247 0.15170 6.000E-02 13.29657 4.62067
22 0.9270 14.5760 0.10287 2.800E-02 17.96458 5.35841
23 0.9420 13.8935 0.08555 2.000E-02 20.55259 6.01716
24 0.9506 13.4289 0.07535 1.600E-02 22.79755 6.20051
25 0.9553 13.1417 0.06970 1.400E-02 24.12723 6.53659
26 0.9603 12.8019 0.06358 1.200E-02 26.07937 6.64611
27 0.9656 12.3803 0.05688 1.000E-02 28.29678 7.18395
28 0.9712 11.8360 0.04943 8.000E-03 31.51343 7.80839

. 29 0.9773 11.0998 0.04097 6.000E-03 36.12485 8.97287
30 0.9839 10.0145 0.03107 4.000E-03 44.81352 10.58733

L/D=0.5 LOAD ON PAD
L=1.0 D=2.0 HIGH PRESSURE COMPRESSOR TILT PAD SEAL

DYNAMIC BEARING DATA BEARING NO 1
5 SHOE TILTING PAD BEARING

LOAD ON PIVOT L/D= 0.50 PRELOAD=O.500
ARC LENGTH= 56.00 DEG PIVOT ANG.= 54.00 DEG OFFSET=0.S00
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**** DIMENSIONLESS TILTING PAD BEARING COEFFICIENTS ****ECC SOMMERFELD KXX KYY CXX CYY
(DIM) (DIM) (DIM) (DIM) (DIM) (DIM)

0.750 3.9lE-02 0.895 15.003 0.548 4.781
0.700 5.60E-02 1.198 12.938 0.749 4.517
0.650 7.65E-02 1.531 11.373 0.976 4.351
0.600 1.01E-01 1.896 10.170 1.145 4.219
0.550 1.30E-01 2.297 9.241 1.391 4.162
0.500 1.65E-01 2.788 8.630 1.660 4.120
0.450 2.07E-01 3.370 8.287 1.956 4.097
0.400 2.57E-01 4.035 8.139 2.290 4.102
0.350 3.20E-01 4.823 8.203 2.679 4.152
0.300 4.00E—01 5.812 8.550 3.217 4.392
0.250 5.08E-01 7.132 9.292 3.997 4.934
0.200 6.63E-01 9.035 10.670 5.121 5.835
0.150 9.14E-01 12.149 13.317 6.945 7.460
0.100 1.40E+0O 18.304 19.051 10.524 10.858
0.050 2.85E+00 36.643 37.008 21.126 21.303

5 SHOE TILTING PAD BEARING
LOAD ON PIVOT L/D= 0.50 PRELOAD=0.500
ARC LENGTH= 56.00 DEG PIVOT ANG.= 54.00 DEG 0FFSET=0.500

L= 1.000 IN D=2.000 IN LOAD= 300.0 LBS LOAD/(L*D)=150.0 PSI
TIN=120.00 DEG F PAD C=14.000 MILS DIAMETRAL

QIN= UNSPECIFIED PIVOT C= 7.000 MILS DIAMETRAL
MUIN=2.49E-06 LB-S/1N**2 BEARING ECCENTRICITY BASED
ROIN=8.08E—05 LB-$**2/IN**4 ON PIVOT CLEARANCE >

LUBRICANT=LIGHT TBN OIL (150 SSU - 100 F) H MAX(DIM) BASED ON PAD CLER

POWER
ECC SPEED KXX KYY CXX CYY LOSS

(DIM) (RPM) (LB/IN) (LB/IN) (LB-S/IN) (LB-S/IN) (HP)

0.750 14980.5 3.84E+04 6.43E+O5 1.50E+01 1.31E+02 9.67E-01
0.700 21723.0 5.14E+04 5.54E+05 1.41E+01 8.51E+01 1.82E+00
0.650 30852.4 6.56E+04 4.87E+05 1.29E+01 5.77E+01 3.26E+00
0.600 43510.7 8.13E+04 4.36E+05 1.08E+01 3.97E+01 5.73E+00
0.550 62125.5 9.84E+04 3.96E+05 9.16E+00 2.74E+01 1.01E+01
0.500 93027.3 1.19E+05 3.70E+05 7.30E+O0 1.81E+01 1.83E+01
0.450 165144.9 1.44E+05 3.55E+05 4.85E+00 1.02E+01 3.94E+01

0.856 2000.0 2.15E+04 8.52E+05 1.67E+01 2.89E+02 2.67E-01
0.839 4000.0 2.36E+04 8.16E+05 1.65E+01 2.56E+02 3.27E-01
0.822 6000.0 2.58E+04 7.82E+05 1.62E+01 2.27E+02 4.01E·01
0.805 8000.0 2.82E+04 7.48E+05 1.59E+0l 2.01E+02 4.90E—01

V 0.789 10000.0 3.08E+04 7.17E+05 1.56E+01 1.78E+02 5.97E-01
i 0.773 12000.0 3.37E+04 6.86E+05 1.54E+01 1.s7E+o2 7.26E-01
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0.758 14000.0 3.68E+04 6.57E+05 1.51E+01 1.39E+02 8.80E-01

PAD ANGLES MEASURED COUNTER-CLOCKWISE WITH ROTATION FROM +X AXIS
L/D=0.5 LOAD ON PAD
L=l.0 D=2.0 HIGH PRESSURE COMPRESSOR TILT PAD SEAL

ADYNAMIC BEARING DATA BEARING NO 1
5 SHOE TILTING PAD BEARING
LOAD ON PIVOT L/D= 0.50 PRELOAD=0.500
ARC LENGTH= 56.00 DEG PIVOT ANG.= 54.00 DEG OFFSET=0.50

L= 1.000 IN D=2.000 IN LOAD= 300.0 LBS LOAD/(L*D)=l50.0 PSI
TIN=120.00 DEG F PAD C=l4.000 MILS DIAMETRAL
QIN= UNSPECIFIED PIVOT C= 7.000 MILS DIAMETRAL
MUIN=2.49E-06 LB-S/1N**2 BEARING ECCENTRICITY BASED ”
ROIN=8.08E-05 LB-5**2/IN**4 ON PIVOT CLEARANCE

DTE LIGHT TURBINE OIL (150 SSU AT 100 F)

SPEED (RPM) 2000.0 4000.0 6000.0 8000.0 10000.0

KXX (LB/IN) 2.15E+04 2.36E+04 2.58E+04 2.82E+04 3.08E+04
KXY (LB/IN) -2.95E+02 -2.68E+O2 -2.41E+02 -2.14E+02 -1.87E+02
KYX (LB/IN) 2.20E-02 3.00E-02 3.80E-02 4.60E-02 5.40E·02
KYY (LB/IN) 8.52E+05 8.16E+05 7.82E+05 7.48E+05 7.17E+05

CXX (LB-S/IN) l.67E+01 1.65E+01 1.62E+01 1.59E+O1 1.56E+01
CXY (LB-S/IN) -9.67E-01 -l.44E+00 -1.91E+00 -2.38E+00 -2.84E+00
CYX (LB-S/IN) -2.66E-01 -1.88E-01 -1.10E—01 -3.17E-02 4.64E-02
CYY (LB-S/IN) 2.89E+02 2.56E+02 2.27E+02 2.01E+02 1.78E+02

NSTAR= 8 NEND= 15

SEAL pRQgRAMQUTPUTOIL

SUPPLY TEMPERATURE = 120.00DEG F ENTRANCE PRESSURE= 100.00 PSIA.
SEALING PRESSURE(DEL-P)= 90.00 PSI. EXIT PRESSURE = 10.00 PSIA.
SEALING LENGTH = 4.3750 IN.
SEALING DIAMETER = 9.0000 IN.
RADIAL SEAL CLEARANCE = 0.0050 IN.
TEMPERATURE ERROR = 1.00 DEG. F (MAXIMUM)

TEMPERATURE = 120. VISCOSITY = 0.249E-05
TEMPERATURE = 202. VISCOSITY = 0.651E-06
TEMPERATURE = 182. VISCOSITY = 0.850E-06
TEMPERATURE = 159. VISCOSITY = 0.120E-05
TEMPERATURE = 152. VISCOSITY = 0.137E-05
TEMPERATURE = 149. VISCOSITY = 0. 143E-05
TEMPERATURE = 148. VISCOSITY = 0.145E-05
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TEMPERATURE = 210. VISCOSITY = 0.594E-06
TEMPERATURE = 206. VISCOSITY = 0.625E-06
TEMPERATURE = 204. VISCOSITY = 0.636E-06
TEMPERATURE = 204. VISCOSITY = 0.636E-06
TEMPERATURE = 246. VISCOSITY = 0.392E—06
TEMPERATURE = 233. VISCOSITY = 0.455E-06
TEMPERATURE = 221. VISCOSITY = 0.517E-06
TEMPERATURE = 218. VISCOSITY = 0.539E-06
TEMPERATURE = 257. VISCOSITY = 0.351E-06
TEMPERATURE = 249. VISCOSITY = 0.380E-06 ·
TEMPERATURE = 247. VISCOSITY = 0.391E—06
TEMPERATURE = 245. VISCOSITY = 0.396E-06

SEAL LOCKING FORCE CALCULATION DATA

HORIZONTAL SYSTEM
SEALING PRESSURE = 90.00 PSI.
SEAL LIP OUTSIDE DIAMETER = 9.7500 IN.
SEAL LIP INSIDE DIAMETER = 9.2500 IN.
SEAL JOURNAL DIAMETER = 9.0000 IN.
AVERAGE SEAL LAND WIDTH = 1.3750 IN.
RADIAL CLEARANCE = 0.0050 IN.
COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION = 0.100
LOAD FACTOR = 1.00 .
RING WEIGHT = 10.0000 LB.
AXIAL SPRING LOAD = 24.7500 LB.
RADIAL SPRING LOAD = 2.4750 LB.
AXIAL PRESSURE LOAD #1 = 332.8125 LB.
RADIAL PRESSURE LOAD #1 = 33.2813 LB.
AXIAL PRESSURE LOAD #2 = 309.7736 LB.
RADIAL PRESSURE LOAD #2 = 30.9774 LB.
TOTAL AXIAL LOAD = 667.3361 LB.

TOTAL SEAL LOCKING FORCE = 76.7336 LB.

AVERAGE SEAL LAND LOAD = 76.7336 LB.

... ECCENTRICITY WILL BE CALCULATED BASIS NON-CAVITATED SOLUTION.....

SEAL RING ASSEMBLY · STIFFNESS AND DAMPING COEFFICIENTS

SEAL RING NO. 1
NON-CAVITATED OIL FILM SOLUTION
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TOTAL SEAL LENGTH = 2.875 IN. NUMBER OF GROOVES = 1
RADIAL CLEARANCE = 0.5000E-02 IN. SHAFT RADIUS = 4.500 IN.
SEALING LENGTHS = 1.3750 -0.1250 1.3750

SPEED ECC. KXX KXY KYX KYY CXX CXY
(RPM) (DIM) (LB/IN) (LB/IN) (LB/IN) (LB/IN) (LB—S/IN) (LB-S/IN)

2000.0 0.30 0.000E+00 0.l19E+06 -.925E+05 0.000E+00 0.884E+03 0.00
4000.0 0.23 0.000E+00 0.134E+06 -.115E+06 0.000E+00 0.549E+03 0.00
6000.0 0.20 0.000E+00 0.147E+06 -.l30E+06 0.000E+00 0.413E+03 0.00
8000.0 0.18 0.000E+00 0.156E+06 -.14lE+06 0.000E+00 0.337E+03 0.00
10000.0 0.17 0.000E+00 0.l64E+06 -.150E+06 0.000E+00 0.287E+03 0.00
12000.0 0.16 0.000E+00 0.171E+O6 -.158E+06 0.000E+00 0.252E+03 0.00
14000.0 0.16 0.000E+00 0.178E+06 -.165E+06 0.000E+00 O.225E+03 0.00
16000.0 0.15 0.000E+00 0.183E+06 -.171E+06 0.000E+00 0.204E+03 0.00

SEAL RING ASSEMBLY — STIFFNESS AND DAMPING COEFFICIENTS

SEAL RING NO. 2
NON-CAVITATED OIL FILM SOLUTION

TOTAL SEAL LENGTH = 4.375 IN. NUMBER OF GROOVES = 2
RADIAL CLEARANCE = 0.5000E-02 IN. SHAFT RADIUS = 4.500 IN.
SEALING LENGTHS = 1.3750 -0.1250 1.3750 -0.1250 1.3750

SPEED ECC. KXX KXY KYX KYY CXX CXY
(RPM) (DIM) (LB/IN) (LB/IN) (LB/IN) (LB/IN) (LB-S/IN) (LB-S/IN)

2000.0 0.30 0.000E+00 0.179E+06 -.139E+06 0.000E+00 0.133E+04 0.00
4000.0 0.23 0.000E+00 0.202E+06 -.172E+06 0.000E+00 0.823E+03 0.00
6000.0 0.20 0.000E+00 0.220E+06 -.195E+06 0.000E+00 0.620E+03 0.00
8000.0 0.18 0.000E+00 0.234E+06 -.211E+06 0.000E+00 0.505E+03 0.00
10000.0 0.17 0.000E+00 0.247E+06 -.225E+06 0.000E+00 0.431E+03 0.00
12000.0 0.16 0.000E+00 0.257E+06 -.237E+06 0.000E+00 0.378E+03 0.00
14000.0 0.16 0.000E+00 0.266E+06 -.247E+06 0.000E+00 0.338E+03 0.00
16000.0 0.15 0.000E+00 0.275E+06 -.257E+06 0.000E+00 0.307E+03 0.00

SEAL RING ASSEMBLY - STIFFNESS AND DAMPING COEFFICIENTS

SPEED ECC. KXX KXY KYX KYY CXX CXY
· (RPM) (DIM) (LB/IN) (LB/IN) (LB/IN) (LB/IN) (LB-S/IN) (LB-S/IN)

2000.0 0.30 0.000E+00 0.298E+06 -.231E+06 0.000E+00 0.221E+04 0.00
4000.0 0.23 0.000E+00 0.336E+06 -.287E+06 0.000E+00 0.137E+04 0.00
6000.0 0.20 0.000E+00 0.366E+06 -.324E+06 0.000E+O0 0.l03E+04 0.00
8000.0 0.18 0.000E+00 0.39lE+06 -.352E+06 0.000E+00 0.842E+03 0.00

Appcndixl0l



10000.0 0.17 0.000E+00 0.411E+06 -.375E+06 0.000E+00 0.718E+03 0.00
12000.0 0.16 0.000E+00 0.428E+06 -.395E+06 0.000E+00 0.63OE+03 0.00
14000.0 0.16 0.000E+00 0.444E+06 -.412E+06 0.000E+00 0.563E+03 0.00
16000.0 0.15 0.000E+00 0.458E+06 -.428E+06 0.000E+00 0.511E+03 0.00

BEARING CHARACTERISTICS FOR A COMBINED SEAL + TILTING PAD *********

SPEED ECC. KXX KXY KYX KYY
(RPM) (DIM) (LB/IN) (LB/IN) (LB/IN) (LB/IN)

· 2000.0 0.30 0.215E+05 0.297E+06 -.23lE+06 0.852E+06
l 4000.0 0.23 0.236E+05 0.336E+06 -.287E+06 0.8l6E+06

6000.0 0.20 0.258E+05 0.366E+06 -.324E+06 0.782E+06
8000.0 0.18 0.282E+05 0.391E+06 -.352E+06 0.748E+06

10000.0 0.17 0.308E+05 0.411E+06 -.375E+06 0.717E+06
12000.0 0.16 0.337E+05 0.428E+06 -.395E+06 0.686E+06
14000.0 0.16 0.368E+05 0.444E+06 -.412E+06 0.657E+06
16000.0 0.15 0.215E+05 0.458E+06 -.428E+06 0.852E+06

SPEED ECC. CXX CXY CYX CYY
(RPM) (DIM) (LB·S/IN) (LB-S/IN) (LB-S/IN) (LB-S/IN)

2000.0 0.30 0.223E+04 -.967E+00 ·.266E+00 0.313E+04
4000.0 0.23 0.139E+04 -.144E+01 -.188E+00 0.186E+04
6000.0 0.20 0.105E+04 -.191E+01 -.110E+00 0.139E+04
8000.0 0.18 0.858E+03 -.238E+0l -.317E-01 0.113E+04

10000.0 0.17 0.734E+03 -.284E+0l 0.464E·01 0.962E+03
12000.0 0.16 0.645E+03 -.331E+01 0.124E+00 0.838E+03
14000.0 0.16 0.578E+03 —.378E+01 0.203E+00 0.744E+03
16000.0 0.15 0.528E+03 -.967E+00 ·.266E+00 0.835E+03
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